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Abstract
In this work, we take a representation learning per-
spective on hierarchical reinforcement learning,
where the problem of learning lower layers in a
hierarchy is transformed into the problem of learn-
ing trajectory-level generative models. We show
that we can learn continuous latent representa-
tions of trajectories, which are effective in solving
temporally extended and multi-stage problems.
Our proposed model, SeCTAR, draws inspiration
from variational autoencoders, and learns latent
representations of trajectories. A key component
of this method is to learn both a latent-conditioned
policy and a latent-conditioned model which are
consistent with each other. Given the same latent,
the policy generates a trajectory which should
match the trajectory predicted by the model. This
model provides a built-in prediction mechanism,
by predicting the outcome of closed loop policy
behavior. We propose a novel algorithm for per-
forming hierarchical RL with this model, com-
bining model-based planning in the learned latent
space with an unsupervised exploration objective.
We show that our model is effective at reasoning
over long horizons with sparse rewards for sev-
eral simulated tasks, outperforming standard re-
inforcement learning methods and prior methods
for hierarchical reasoning, model-based planning,
and exploration.
1. Introduction
Deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms can learn com-
plex skills from raw observations (Mnih et al., 2015; Levine
et al., 2016; Silver et al., 2016). However, domains that
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involve temporally extended tasks and extremely delayed
or sparse rewards can pose a tremendous challenge for stan-
dard methods. A longtime goal in RL has been to develop
effective hierarchy induction methods that can acquire tem-
porally extended lower-level primitives, which can then be
built upon by a higher level policy that operates at a coarser
level of temporal abstraction (Sutton et al., 1999; Dayan
& Hinton, 1992; Dietterich, 1998; Parr & Russell, 1997).
A higher-level policy that is provided with temporally ex-
tended and intelligent behaviors can reason at a higher level
of abstraction and solve more temporally-extended tasks.
Furthermore, the same lower-level skills could be reused to
accomplish multiple tasks efficiently.
Prior work has proposed to acquire discrete sets of lower-
level skills through hand-specification of objectives or bottle-
necks (Florensa et al., 2017; Frans et al., 2017; Sutton et al.,
1999) and top-down training of hierarchically-organized
policies (Dayan & Hinton, 1992; Vezhnevets et al., 2017).
Requiring prior knowledge and hand-specification restricts
the generality of the method, while purely top-down training
suffers from challenging optimization and exploration and
limits the reusability of lower-level skills, providing a solu-
tion to just one task. Furthermore, the top-level meta-policy
must still be trained with reinforcement learning for each
task, and while this tends to be more efficient than learning
from scratch if the skills are useful, it still requires consider-
able time and experience collection. Several works have also
proposed “bottom up” training of lower-level skills using
unsupervised objectives (Bacon et al., 2017; Gregor et al.,
2016), but such methods either also require hand-specifying
some prior knowledge, or learn discrete skills that may not
necessarily be sufficient to solve the higher level task.
In this work, we propose a novel hierarchical reinforce-
ment learning algorithm (SeCTAR) that uses a bottom up
approach to learn continuous representations for trajectories,
without the explicit need for hand-specification or subgoal
information. Our work builds on two main ideas: first, we
propose to build a continuous latent space of skills, rather
than a discrete set of behaviors or options, and second, we
propose to use a probabilistic latent variable model that
simultaneously learns to produce skills in the world and pre-
dict their outcomes. By providing a higher-level controller
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with a continuous space of behaviors, it can exercise consid-
erable control, without being restricted to a small discrete
set of primitives. At the same time, since the behaviors
are temporally extended, the higher-level policy still bene-
fits from temporal abstraction. Furthermore, by training a
model that both acquires a set of skills and predicts their out-
comes, we can avoid needing to train a higher-level policy
with reinforcement learning, and directly use these outcome
predictions to perform model-based control at the higher
level. This results in a hybrid model-free and model-based
method, where the behaviors that actually interact with the
environment are trained in model-free fashion, while the
higher-level behavior is model-based. This also neatly ad-
dresses one of the major shortcomings of model-based re-
inforcement learning, which is the difficulty of accurately
predicting low-level physical events at a fine temporal reso-
lution. Since the predictions only need to accurately reflect
the outcomes of closed-loop and temporally extended behav-
iors, they are substantially easier than low-level modeling
of environment dynamics, while still being conducive to
effective higher-level planning.
Our model is based on a trajectory-level variational autoen-
coder (VAE) (Kingma & Welling, 2013). The continuous
latent space of behaviors is constructed by learning to embed
and generate trajectories obtained via a fully unsupervised
exploration objective. In addition to learning to generate the
state sequences along these trajectories, the model simulta-
neously learns to reproduce those trajectories in the environ-
ment via a policy conditioned on the VAE latent variable.
In this way, the latent-conditioned policy aims to “imitate”
the VAE decoder. The fact that the latent-conditioned policy
and the VAE decoder are representing the same behavior
allows us to treat the decoder as a model of the closed loop
behavior of the policy. This allows us to use the decoder to
plan in the latent space by sampling latents and simulating
their corresponding trajectories. We can then choose the
best latents that solve the task and execute the plan with the
latent-conditioned policy.
The main contribution of our work is a hierarchical rein-
forcement learning algorithm that acquires a continuous
low-level latent space of skills, together with a predictive
model that can predict the outcomes of those skills, which
can be used to carry out more complex higher-level tasks.
We propose a novel training procedure for this model, and
show that higher-level extended tasks can be performed di-
rectly with model-based planning, without any additional
reinforcement learning to learn a high level policy. Our
experimental evaluation demonstrates that this approach
can be used to accomplish a variety of delayed and sparse
reward tasks, including interaction with objects and way-
point navigation, while outperforming reinforcement learn-
ing methods such as TRPO (Schulman et al., 2015), ex-
ploration driven methods such as VIME (Houthooft et al.,
2016) as well as prior work on hierarchical reinforce-
ment learning such as FeUdal Networks (Vezhnevets et al.,
2017) and option critic (Bacon et al., 2017). All our re-
sults, videos, and experimental details can be found at
https://sites.google.com/view/sectar
2. Background
Our proposed model solves a reinforcement learning prob-
lem using components from variational inference for repre-
sentation learning. The goal in reinforcement learning is to
maximize the expected discounted sum of rewards:
η(pi) = Epi
[ H∑
t=0
γtR(st, at)
]
, (1)
where pi(at | st) is a policy that defines a distribution over
actions at, st represents the states in a Markov decision
process that transition according to unknown dynamics
p(st+1 | st, at), and R : S ×A→ R is a reward function.
Our goal will be to solve reinforcement learning problems
with long horizons and delayed rewards. Like most model-
based RL methods, we assume that we have access to the
reward function R which we can evaluate on arbitrary states
(Nagabandi et al., 2017; Deisenroth & Rasmussen, 2011).
An important component of our solution is based on the
framework of variational inference. Variational inference
methods use a tractable proxy distribution q(z | x) to esti-
mate an intractable posterior p(z | x). Given a model with
observations x and latent variables z we can decompose the
likelihood p(x) in terms of q(z | x):
log p(x) = DKL(q(z | x) ‖ p(z | x)) + L(x) (2)
where L(x) = Eq[log p(x | z)]−DKL(q(z | x) ‖ p(z)) is
called the evidence lower bound (ELBO). Since KL diver-
gence is non-negative, we obtain the lower bound:
log p(x) ≥ Eq[log p(x | z)]−DKL(q(z | x) ‖ p(z)) (3)
The variational autoencoder is a particular realization of this
variational inference procedure. This model can be trained
by maximizing the ELBO using standard optimization meth-
ods. We refer the reader to Hoffman & Blei (2015); Kingma
& Welling (2013) for details.
3. Self-Consistent Trajectory Autoencoder
In this work, our aim is to perform long-horizon planning by
learning latent representations over trajectories. Given a task
with a long horizon H , we define trajectories in the context
of SeCTAR as sequences of states [s0, s1, ..., sT ] of length
T , where T < H . Each complete episode in the MDP M
(of length H) may be composed of several of these shorter
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trajectories. We hypothesize that building representations
for these trajectories will allow us to reason more effectively
over the entire horizon.
To that end, we introduce the self-consistent trajectory au-
toencoder (SeCTAR) to acquire latent representations of
trajectories. The SeCTAR model is based on the varia-
tional autoencoder, but with two decoders: the state decoder,
which decodes latent variables directly into sequences of
states, and the policy decoder, which is a latent-conditioned
policy capable of generating the encoded trajectory when
executed in the environment. This two-headed model allows
the state decoder to be a predictive model of the behavior
that a policy decoder can execute in the environment.
The latent representations learned by SeCTAR can be used
for planning over long episodes, by reasoning at the level
of latent variables (representing extended state sequences)
rather than at the level of individual states and actions. We
will introduce a model-based planning algorithm based on
SeCTAR in Section 3.3 to perform planning in the latent
space to solve long horizon tasks.
Solving tasks with sparse rewards and long horizons re-
quires effective exploration. We show that we can improve
the exploration behavior needed for hierarchical reasoning,
using the SeCTAR model and an entropy based exploration
objective. This results in an iterative training procedure
described in Section 3.4, which we find important for per-
forming hierarchical tasks. We first introduce the SeCTAR
model, describe how it can be trained, and show its useful-
ness for hierarchical planning. We then describe how we can
perform exploration in the loop to improve performance.
3.1. Graphical Model
We consider the problem of learning latent representations
of trajectories [s0, s1, · · · , sT ]. We begin by extending the
framework of VAEs (Kingma & Welling, 2013), with tra-
jectories τ as the observation, a trajectory-level encoder
qφ(z | τ), and a state decoder pθSD (τ | z). The graphical
model representing this model is shown in Fig 1. We will
discuss the training procedure of this model in Section 3.2.
A trained model can generate sequences of states by sam-
pling a latent variable z and decoding using pθSD (τ | z).
While sequences of states are predictive of behavior, they do
not allow us to act directly in the real world: the states may
not be fully dynamically consistent, and we do not know
the actions that would realize them. To enable our model to
actually act in the world and visit states that are predicted
by the state decoder pθSD (τ | z), we introduce a second
decoder – the policy decoder pθPD (a | s, z). The policy
decoder cannot generate the entire trajectory directly like
the state decoder, but has to actually act sequentially in the
environment to produce trajectories. We train this policy
Figure 1. Graphical models representing the state and policy de-
coders. The state decoder (shown on the left) directly generates
a trajectory conditioned on the latent variable, while the policy
decoder generates a trajectory by conditioning a policy which is
rolled out in the environment. As is standard in model-free RL, the
environment dynamics are unknown, so the policy decoder must
be trained by sampling rollouts.
decoder to produce behavior in the environment consistent
with the predictions made by the state decoder by minimiz-
ing the KL divergence between the distribution over state
sequences under the state decoder and the policy decoder.
Both the state and policy decoder are trained jointly with
the recognition network qφ(z | τ).
We describe the model assuming that the trajectory data τ
is observed and fixed, which allows us to use maximum
likelihood estimation to train the model. In Section 3.4, we
will describe how we can improve trajectory distributions
by alternating between model fitting and entropy based ex-
ploration, in order to generate better τ data automatically.
3.2. Training SeCTAR with Variational Inference
We can train the latent variable model described in Sec-
tion 3.1 with a procedure that is similar to VAE training.
Unlike a standard VAE, we must also account for the rela-
tionship between the policy decoder and state decoder. We
want to maximize the likelihood of the trajectory data p(τ)
under the state decoder for different z, while also ensuring
that the state and policy decoder are consistent, minimizing
the KL divergence between them.
max log p(τ)
subject to Eqφ [DKL(pθPD (τ | z) ‖ pθSD (τ | z))] = 0
By applying the KL divergence as a penalty on the likeli-
hood, we can write an unconstrained objective as
max
θSD,θPD,φ
log p(τ)−λEqφ [DKL(pθPD (τ | z) ‖ pθSD (τ | z))]
(4)
Introducing the evidence lower bound (ELBO) in place of
the marginal likelihood log(p(τ)), we obtain
log p(τ)− λEqφ [DKL(pθPD (τ | z) ‖ pθSD (τ | z)]
≥ Eqφ [log pθSD (τ | z))]−DKL(qφ(z | τ) ‖ p(z)) +
λ
[
Eqφ,pθPD (τ |z)[log pθSD (τ | z)] +H(pθPD (τ | z))
]
(5)
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Figure 2. The SeCTAR model computation graph. A trajectory is
encoded into a latent distribution, from which we sample a latent
z. We then (1) directly decode z into a sequence of states using a
recurrent state decoder and (2) condition a policy decoder on z to
produce the same trajectory through sequential execution in the
environment.
Intuitively, this corresponds to optimizing the ELBO while
constraining the state and policy decoders to be mutually
consistent. This induces the state decoder to fit the observed
data and the policy decoder to match the state decoder while
also maximizing the entropy of the policy’s action distribu-
tion (as in maximum entropy RL (Schulman et al., 2017a)).
We parameterize our encoder qφ(z | τ) and state decoder
pθSD (τ | z) with recurrent neural networks, since they
operate on sequences of states, while the policy decoder is
a feedforward neural network, as shown in Figure 2. Since
SeCTAR will be used for generating multiple trajectories
sequentially, each starting in a different state we condition
the state decoder on the initial state s0, allowing SeCTAR to
generalize behavior across different initial states. The state
decoder is completely differentiable and can be trained with
backpropagation, but the policy decoder interacts with the
environment’s non-differentiable dynamics, so we cannot
train it with backpropagation through time, instead requiring
reinforcement learning.
Optimization of the objective in Equation 5, with respect
to each of the parameters θSD, θPD, φ yields the different
components of our model training.
State Decoder: Optimizing the objective
with respect to θSD maximizes the terms
Eq[log pθSD (τ | z)] + λEq,pθPD (τ ′|z)[log pθSD (τ ′ | z)].
The first term encourages the state decoder to maximize
the likelihood of the observed data, while the second
term encourages the state decoder to match the policy
decoder. In practice, we didn’t find a significant advantage
in optimizing the second term with respect to θSD so
it is omitted from our implementation. Since θSD is
differentiable this objective can be directly optimized using
backpropagation.
Policy Decoder: Optimizing with re-
spect to θPD maximizes the terms
λ
[
Eq,pθPD (τ ′|z)[log pθSD (τ
′ | z)] +H(pθPD (τ | z))
]
.
The first term encourages samples drawn from the policy
decoder to maximize the likelihood under the state decoder,
while the second term is an entropy regularization. Since
pθPD (τ | z) is non differentiable, we use reinforcement
learning to optimize this objective with reward computed
by trajectory likelihood under the state decoder, regularized
with an entropy objective. In practice, trajectory data from
the environment actually consists of sequences of both
states and actions. We find that pretraining the policy
decoder with behavior cloning to match the actions in the
trajectory provides a good initialization for subsequent
finetuning with RL.
To optimize this model, we sample a batch of trajectories
from the current set of training trajectories and alternate be-
tween training the state decoder with backpropagation with
the standard VAE loss and training the policy decoder by ini-
tializing with behavior cloning and doing RL finetuning with
the reward function described above using PPO (Schulman
et al., 2017b), backpropagating gradients into the encoder
in both cases.
3.3. Hierarchical Control with SeCTAR
After training the SeCTAR model as described above, we
can apply it to perform hierarchical control. Since SeCTAR
provides us with a latent representation of trajectories, we
can design a meta-controller that reasons sequentially in the
space of these latent variables at a coarser time scale than the
individual time steps in the environment. Decision making
in the latent space serves two purposes. First, it allows for
more coherent exploration than randomized action selection.
Second, it shortens the effective horizon of the problem to
be solved in latent space.
To perform temporally extended planning, we can use a
meta-controller that sequentially chooses latent space val-
ues z. Each latent z is used to condition the policy decoder
piθPD (a | s, z), which is executed in the environment for
T steps, after which the meta-controller picks another la-
tent. Although there are several choices for designing or
learning such a meta-controller, we consider an approach
using model-based planning with model predictive control
(MPC), which takes advantage of the state decoder. Model
predictive control is an effective control method which per-
forms control by finite horizon model based planning, with
iterative replanning at every time step. We refer readers to
(Garca et al., 1989) for a comprehensive overview.
An important property of the SeCTAR model is that the dif-
ferentiable state decoder and the non-differentiable policy
decoder are trained to be consistent with each other (Equa-
tion 5). The state decoder represents a model of how the
policy decoder will actually behave in the environment for
a particular latent. This is similar to a dynamics model,
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Algorithm 1 Model predictive control in latent space
1: Given: trained SeCTAR model, Reward function R
2: for timestep t ∈ {1, . . . ,H/T} do
3: Sample K sequences of latents from the prior where
each sequence has HMPC number of latents
4: Use the state decoder to predict environment states
of length T ×HMPC for each latent sequence.
5: Evaluate the reward per sequence, and choose the
best sequence of latents.
6: Execute the policy decoder piθPD (a | s, z) condi-
tioned on the first latent z from the chosen sequence,
for T steps starting at st0.
7: end for
but built at the trajectory level rather than the the transition
level (i.e., operating on (st, at, st+1). In this work, we
use this interpretation of the state decoder as a model to
build a model predictive controller in latent space. Note that
the state decoder only needs to make predictions about the
outcomes of the corresponding closed-loop policy, which
is significantly easier than forward dynamics prediction for
arbitrary actions. We use the latent space as the action space
for MPC, and perform simple shooting-based planning via
random sampling and replanning to generate a sequence of
latent variables that maximize a given reward function.
Specifically, given an episode of length H and SeCTAR
trained with trajectories of length T , we solve the following
planning problem in the latent space over a horizon of H/T
(the effective horizon in latent space)
max
z0,z1...,zH/T
H/T∑
t=0
γtTR(τt)
subject to τt ∼ pθSD (τ | zt, st0)
s00 = s0, s
t+1
0 = s
t
T
Here, τt is a trajectory sampled from the state decoder
pθSD (τ | zt, st0) conditioned on the current state, and st0 rep-
resents the start of the trajectory segment, which is the last
state in the previous segment. R(τt) =
∑T−1
i=0 γ
iR(sti, a
t
i)
is the discounted sum of rewards of trajectory τt. To per-
form this optimization, we use a simple shooting based
method (Nagabandi et al., 2017) for model-based planning
in latent space, described in Algorithm 1.
3.4. Exploration for SeCTAR
The model proposed in Section 3.1, provides an effective
way to learn representations for trajectories and generate
behavior via a state and policy decoder. However, if we
assume that the trajectory data is observed and fixed as we
have thus far, the trajectories that our model can generate
are restricted by the distribution of observed data. This
Algorithm 2 Overall algorithm overview
1: Initialize replay buffer and SeCTAR with data from
randomly initialized pie
2: for iteration j ∈ {1, . . . , J} do
3: Execute model predictive control in latent space as
in Algorithm 1
4: Run the explorer pie for T ×He starting from a ran-
dom sample of states visited by MPC
5: Update pie using PPO with reward as negative ELBO
(7) estimated on each of the He trajectories
6: Train SeCTAR as described in Section 3.2 using data
collected by pie in this iteration, mixed with some
data from prior iterations in the replay buffer
7: end for
is particularly problematic in the setting of RL problems
over long horizons, where there is a need to explore the
environment significantly. The distribution of trajectories
that SeCTAR is trained on cannot simply be fixed but needs
to be updated periodically to explore more of the state space.
In order to collect data to train the SeCTAR, we introduce a
policy pie that we refer to as the explorer policy. The goal
of the explorer policy is to collect data which is as useful
as possible for training the SeCTAR model and performing
hierarchical planning with it. The explorer policy should
gather data by (1) exploring in regions which are relevant to
the hierarchical task being solved, and (2) exploring diverse
behavior within these regions.
We explore in the neighborhood of task relevant states by
initializing the explorer policy near the distribution of states
visited by the MPC controller described in Section 3.3. We
can achieve this by running the hierarchical controller with
a randomly truncated horizon, and letting the explorer pol-
icy take over execution. For environments that allow resets
to a given state, we can also start the explorer policy di-
rectly from a random sample of states visited by the MPC
controller.
For pie to explore diverse behavior, we propose maximiz-
ing the entropy of the marginal trajectory distribution p(τ)
induced under pie. Previous work on maximum entropy
RL (Haarnoja et al., 2017; Mnih et al., 2016; Schulman
et al., 2017a) typically maximize the conditional entropy
H(pi(a | s)) of the policy distribution pi(a | s)). In this
work we suggest maximizing the marginal entropy over
distributions of entire trajectories, which is different from
maximizing entropy over the policy distribution. The objec-
tive can be written as:
max
θ
H(pθ(τ)) = −Epθ(τ)[log pθ(τ)] (6)
Optimizing this objective reduces (on applying product
rule, and removing a constant baseline) to policy gradient,
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with − log pθ(τ) as the reward function per trajectory. The
log likelihood log pθ(τ) is typically intractable to estimate.
However, SeCTAR provides us an effective way to esti-
mate log pθ(τ) by using a lower bound. SeCTAR optimizes
the evidence lower bound (ELBO) to maximize likelihood
of trajectories, which suggests a simple approximation for
log pθ(τ) via the negated ELBO
−Eq[log pθSD (τ | z)] +DKL(q(z | τ) ‖ p(z)), (7)
as an approximation of − log(pθ(τ)). We can then perform
policy gradient for exploration with this reward function.
We combine the previously discussed model-predictive con-
trol and entropy maximization methods into an iterative
procedure which interleaves exploration with model fitting
and hierarchical planning, as summarized in Algorithm 2.
4. Related Work
Hierarchical reinforcement learning is a well studied area
in reinforcement learning (Sutton et al., 1999; Dayan &
Hinton, 1992; Schmidhuber, 2008; Parr & Russell, 1997;
Dietterich, 1998). One method is the options framework
which involves learning temporally extended subpolicies.
However, the number of options is usually both finite and
fixed beforehand which may not be optimal for more com-
plex domains such as continuous control tasks. Another
challenge is acquiring skills autonomously which previous
work bypasses by hand engineering subgoals (Sutton et al.,
1999) or using pseudo-rewards (Dietterich, 1998). Some
end-to-end gradient-based methods to learn options have re-
cently been proposed as well (Bacon et al., 2017; Fox et al.,
2017). Our work on the other hand, learns a continuous
set of skills without supervision by learning representations
over trajectories, and optimizing the entropy over trajec-
tory distributions to encourage a diverse and useful set of
primitives.
In most environments, good exploration is a prerequisite
for hierarchy. A number of prior works have been pro-
posed to guide exploration based on criteria such as intrinsic
motivation (Schmidhuber, 2008; Stadie et al., 2015), state-
visitation counts (Strehl & Littman, 2008; Bellemare et al.,
2016), and optimism in the face of uncertainty (Brafman
& Tennenholtz, 2003). In this work, we suggest a simple
unsupervised exploration method which aims to maximize
entropy of the marginal of trajectory distributions. This
can be thought of as a means of density based exploration,
related to (Bellemare et al., 2016; Fu et al., 2017) but oper-
ating at a trajectory level.
Several recent and concurrent works have proposed meth-
ods which are related to ours but have clear distinctions.
Florensa et al. (2017); Heess et al. (2016); Hausman et al.
(2018) learn stochastic neural networks to modulate low
Figure 3. From left to right (1) the wheeled locomotion environ-
ment with the waypoints depicted in green (2) the object manip-
ulation environment with different objects (blocks and cylinders)
and their correspondingly colored goals (squares) (3) the swimmer
navigation task with the first 3 waypoints depicted in green.
level behavior which is trained on a “proxy” reward func-
tion. However, our method does not assume that such a
proxy reward function is provided, as it is often restrictive
and difficult to obtain in practice. Mishra et al. (2017) uses
trajectory segment models for planning but has no mecha-
nism for exploration and does not consider hierarchical tasks.
Other works present information-theoretic representation
learning frameworks that are also based on latent variable
models and variational inference, but have significant dif-
ferences in their methods and assumptions (Gregor et al.,
2016; Mohamed & Rezende, 2015). Gregor et al. (2016)
aims to learn a maximally discriminative set of options by
maximizing the mutual information between the final state
reached by each of the options and the latent representation.
Whereas this prior method is applied only on relatively sim-
ple gridworlds with discrete options, we learn a continuous
space of primitives, together with a state decoder that can
be used for model-based higher-level control.
5. Experiments
In our experimental evaluation, we aim to address the fol-
lowing questions: (1) Can we learn good exploratory behav-
ior in the absence of task reward, using SeCTAR with our
proposed exploration method? (2) Can we use the learned
latent space with planning and exploration in the loop to
solve hierarchical and sparse reward tasks? (3) Does the
state decoder model make meaningful predictions about the
outcomes of the high-level actions? We evaluate our method
on four different domains: 2D navigation, object manipula-
tion, wheeled locomotion, swimmer navigation which are
shown in Figure 3. Details of the experimental evaluation
can be found in the appendix.
5.1. Tasks
2-D Navigation In the 2-D navigation task, the agent can
move a fixed distance in each of the four cardinal directions.
States are continuous and are observed as the 2D location of
the agent. The objective is to navigate a specific sequence
of M goal waypoints which lie within a bounding box. The
agent is given a reward of 1 for successfully visiting every
third goal in the sequence. This evaluates our model’s ability
to reason over long-horizons with sparse rewards.
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Wheeled Locomotion The wheeled environment consists
of a two-wheeled cart that is controlled by the angular ve-
locity of its wheels. The cart uses a differential drive system
to turn and move in the plane. States include the position,
velocity, rotation, and angular velocity of the cart. In this
task, the cart must move to a series of goals within a bound-
ing box and receives a reward of 1 after reaching every third
goal in the sequence. This experiment tests our method’s
effectiveness in reasoning over a continuous action space
with more complicated physics.
Object Manipulation The object manipulation environ-
ment consists of four blocks that the agent can move. The
agent, which moves in 2D, can pick up nearby blocks, drop
blocks, and navigate in the four cardinal directions, carry-
ing any block it has picked up. The agent must move each
block to its corresponding goal in the correct sequence and
is given a reward of 1 for each correctly placed block. We
designed this task to evaluate our method’s ability to explore
and learn useful interaction skills with objects in the envi-
ronment. The sparse, sequential and discontinuous nature
of this task makes it challenging.
Swimmer Navigation This task involves navigating
through a number of waypoints in the correct order using
a 3-link robotic swimmer. The agent is given a reward of 1
for successfully visiting every third goal. This task requires
acquiring both a low-level swimming gait and a higher-level
navigation strategy to visit the waypoints, and presents a
more substantial exploration challenge.
5.2. Unsupervised Exploration with SeCTAR
To evaluate the effectiveness of the exploration method de-
scribed in Section 3.4, we consider an unsupervised setting
where we interact with environments in the absence of a task
reward. We evaluate a simplified version of Algorithm 2
which alternates between (1) exploration with the explorer
policy pie, (2) model fitting with SeCTAR, (3) updating pie
via the ELBO as described in Section 3.4. This is a version
of Algorithm 2, with no MPC and pie initialized at a fixed
initial state.
Our goal is to determine if alternating between exploration
and SeCTAR model fitting 3.2 provides us with effective
exploration behavior, which is a prerequisite for hierarchical
reinforcement learning. To evaluate this, we compare the
distribution of final states visited by a randomly initialized
policy and the explorer policy after unsupervised training.
We found that the distribution of states of the explorer policy
pie covered a significantly larger portion of the state space,
indicating good exploratory behavior as seen in Figure 4.
For the object manipulation task, the manipulator learns to
pick up objects and move them around maximally while in
the locomotion and 2D navigation environments, the agent
learns to explore different portions of its state space.
Figure 4. We show how our method improves exploration on three
environments. On the left, we show the final agent locations for
2D navigation and wheeled location and show final block positions
of 4 blocks for object manipulation from a randomly initialized
policy. On the right we show the corresponding final locations
from our explorer policy trained with the unsupervised exploration
objective in Section 3.4. The bottom left plot shows the initial
block positions. In all environments we see the agent learns to
explore a more evenly distributed region of the state space.
5.3. Hierarchical Control
For the next experiment, we compare our full Algorithm 2
against several baselines methods for exploration, hierarchy,
and model-based control. To provide a fair comparison, we
initialize all methods from scratch, assuming no prior train-
ing in the environment. For each environment, we randomly
generated 5 sets of goal configurations and compare the
average reward over all goal configurations.
We compare against model-free RL methods, TRPO (Schul-
man et al., 2015) and A3C (Mnih et al., 2016), an ex-
ploration method based on intrinsic motivation - VIME
(Houthooft et al., 2016), a model-based method from Naga-
bandi et al. (2017), and two hierarchical methods, FeUdal
Networks (Vezhnevets et al., 2017) and option-critic (Bacon
et al., 2017). For the model-based baseline, we perform
the same number of random rollouts as our method, with
the same planning horizon. However, due to the computa-
tional demand of planning at every time-step, we replan at
the same rate as our method. We augment the state of the
environment with a one-hot encoding of the goal index to
enable memoryless policies to operate effectively. We did
not evaluate FeUdal and A3C on the wheeled locomotion
and the swimmer navigation task, as our implementations
of these methods only accommodated discrete actions.
We found that our method can significantly outperform prior
methods in terms of task performance and sample complex-
ity as shown in Figure 5. These tasks require sequential
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Figure 5. Comparison of our method with prior methods on the
four tasks. Dashed lines indicate truncated execution. We find that
on all tasks, our method is able to achieve higher reward much
quicker than model-based, model-free and hierarchical baselines.
For object manipulation and swimmer, prior methods fail to do
anything meaningful.
long horizon reasoning and handling of delayed and sparse
rewards. The block manipulation task is particularly chal-
lenging for all methods, since it requires the exploration
process to pick up blocks and move them around, and only
receives a reward when the blocks are placed in the correct
locations sequentially. We found that our method is able
to significantly outperform the model-based baseline, indi-
cating the usefulness of building trajectory-level models,
rather than predictive models at the state-action level. This
is likely because model-based predictions at the trajectory
level are less susceptible to compounding errors, and are
only required to solve the simpler task of predicting the
outcomes of specific closed-loop skills, rather than arbi-
trary actions. We also found that our method performed
better than TRPO, A3C, VIME, option-critic, and FeUdal
Networks on all tasks. The ability of SeCTAR to learn
better on tasks which require challenging exploration and
long-horizon reasoning can likely be attributed to being
able to perform long-horizon planning using good trajec-
tory representations. The model-based planner at the high
level reduces sample complexity significantly, while tempo-
rally extended trajectory representations allow us to reason
more effectively over longer horizons. While we find that,
in the wheeled robot environment, using VIME eventually
Figure 6. Interpolation between two latent codes on the object
manipulation environment. We interpolate between two latent
codes and visualize the corresponding trajectories from the policy
decoder and the state decoder where each plot is a single trajectory.
The agent position is in brown and the object positions are in
blue, yellow, black and red. From left to right, there is a smooth
interpolation between moving the yellow object a little to the left
and moving it much further left.
matches the performance of our method, we are significantly
more sample efficient with model-based high-level planning.
On the harder object manipulation and swimmer tasks, only
our method achieves good performance.
5.4. Model Analysis
We visualize interpolations in latent space to see how well
the model generalizes to unseen trajectories in Figure 6. We
choose a latent in the dataset and interpolate to a random
point in the latent space. For each interpolated latent we
visualize the predicted trajectory from the state decoder
and the rolled out trajectory from the policy decoder by
plotting the position of the agent. The trajectories are mostly
consistent with each other, which demonstrates the potential
of SeCTAR to generalize its consistency to new behavior
and provide a structured and interpretable latent space.
6. Conclusion
We proposed a method for hierarchical reinforcement learn-
ing that combines representation learning of trajectories
with model-based planning in a continuous latent space of
behaviors. We describe how to train such a model and use it
for long horizon planning, as well as for exploration. Exper-
imental evaluations show that our method outperforms sev-
eral prior methods and flat reinforcement learning methods
in tasks that require reasoning over long horizons, handling
sparse rewards, and performing multi-step compound skills.
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Supplementary Materials
A. Experimental Details
For all experiments, we parameterize piθPD and pie as a
three-layer fully connected neural networks with 400, 300,
200 hidden units and ReLU activations. The policies output
either categorical or Gaussian distributions. The encoder is
a two-layer bidirectional-LSTM with 300 hidden units, and
we mean-pool over LSTM outputs over time before applying
a linear transform to produce parameters of a Gaussian
distribution. We use an 8-dimensional diagonal Gaussian
distribution for z. The state decoder is a single-layer LSTM
with 256 hidden units that conditions on the initial state and
latent z, to output a Gaussian distribution over trajectories.
We use trajectories of length T = 19, and plan over K =
2048 random latent sequences. We use horizons H = 380,
HMPC = 5, He = 5 for the 2D navigation task, H = 950,
HMPC = 20, He = 10 for the wheeled locomotion task,
and H = 950, HMPC = 10, He = 10 for the object
manipulation task. These values were chosen empirically
with a hyperparameer sweep.
B. Baseline Details
TRPO / VIME We used the rllab TRPO implementation,
OpenAI VIME implementation with a batch size of 100 *
task horizon and step size of 0.01.
MPC We use a learning rate of 0.001 and batch size of
512. The MPC policy simulates 2048 paths each time it is
asked for an action. We verified correctness on half-cheetah.
Option Critic We use a version of Option Critic that uses
PPO instead of DQN. We swept over number of options,
reward multiplier, and entropy bonuses. We verified correct-
ness on cartpole, hopper, and cheetah.
Feudal / A3C The Feudal and A3C implementations are
based on chainerRL. We swept over the parameters β, tmax,
and gradient clipping.
